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freely the translation difficulties he has had and often provides the Latin
for those interested in assessing the problem for themselves.) Most notes
locate the source stated by Vives; some correct the source; two simply
admit to an inability to discover the source. Other notes offer Norefia's
own textual observations, for example, that Vives's "remarkable defense of
betrayed wives seems to have been inspired by Vives' intense friendship
with Catherine of Aragon'' (87 n. 6). The pertinence of these observations
contrasts with their scarcity.
The second half of Norefia's introduction felicitously offers "remarks
on the plan, the novelty, and the influence of Vives' analysis of emotions";
unfortunately they are "just a few" (vii). His comments evidence concision and aptness, for example: "Aristotelian teleology and Christian
faith in Providence are combined by Vives to moderate the Platonic and
Stoic disparagement of emotional life" (viii). Although he claims that no
serious study on the influence of Vives's De anima et vita exists, it was,
however, "repeatedly published in Basel, London, Lyon, Freiburg and
Zurich" and was "translated into Italian and Spanish" (xiii), all of which
argues for a sizable impact of this work on its own milieu and that of
subsequent periods.
Norefia's translation now makes Vives's work accessible to the nonLatinist willing to trust it. In this regard, an explanation of the translator's
modus interpretandi is wanting. Translation difficulties presented in the
footnotes might have been resolved had he consulted (perhaps he did but
does not say) other Latin editions and the various vernacular translations.
Although Norefia's three books on Vives would be more useful as a
single volume work, Norefia's translation is still an important task well
accomplished.
Anthony J. Cardenas
University of New Mexico

Ann Rosalind Jones, The Currency of Eros: Women's Love Lyric in Europe,
I540-I620, Indiana University Press, 1990, ix, 242 pp., ill., biblio., index,
$ 2 9.95.
Ann Rosalind Jones's most recent book appears in an important
new series, Women in Letters, edited by two leading feminist critics,
Sandra M. Gilbert and Susan Gubar. The series endeavors to introduce
both general and specialized readers to major female literary figures
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beginning with Christine de Pizan in the Book of the City of Ladies and
continuing through the centuries to the present. The Currency of Eros
makes a stunning contribution to the series. The author selects celebrated
women poets from three countries-England, France, and Italy-and
explores the genesis of their work within the particular social, ethnic,
economic, and artistic milieu in which they lived.
A major strength of the work lies in its comparative structure. In
each chapter, the author identifies two poets of different national origins
whose works share common aesthetic elements. In no instances are these
similarities forced or exaggerated. As a result, the reader better understands the circumstances that inspired women of different nations to
transgress the social rules confining them to silence in order to appropriate
the conventions of the love lyric for themselves. Considered a private
form of discourse, lyric poetry was a natural choice for these women; but
as they began to write and publish their works, the personal character of
their love lyrics often incited attacks on their virtue.
Jones identifies and explores four strategies used by women poets to
defend themselves against unjust and unwarranted attacks on their honor.
First, Isabella Whitney and Catherine des Roches, who both wrote for a
living, combine elements of the conduct book with Neoplatonic and
Ovidian strands of the lyric tradition in such a way that the female
poet/lover and not the man leads, counsels, and sets the high moral tone
in which the relationship develops. These two women adopt a negotiated
stance in which they claim their right to speak out without violating gender
expectations of feminine, domestic virtue. Second, Pernette de Guillet
and Tullia d'Aragona establish an ongoing dialogue with distinguished
male poets of prestigious literary circles in Lyon and Florence in order to
give currency to their own unique poetic voice. The third strategy
employed by women poets to defend and enhance their role in the literary
community consists in mastering pastoral form-a genre devoted to complaint and satire. Both Gaspara Stampa and Mary Wroth, after falling
from patrician favor, used their expertise at pastoral poetry to criticize
male pastoral poets for practicing sexual politics and for depriving women
of real power. Finally, the two most outspoken women poets of their age,
Louise Labe and Veronica Franco, appropriated masculine discourse to
describe their passion. Both women, upwardly mobile and holding a
privileged place in the literary circles in which they flourished, viewed
lyric poetry as a contest. Louise Labe describes love as a prolonged competition between lovers, while Veronica Franco establishes a contest
between the object of her praise-prince or painter-and herself as poet.
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Jones remains conscious of the generative circumstances that
inform the works she studies, and she never loses sight of the intertextual
exchange in which these collections of poems were produced. She is
careful to credit those recent critics on whose interpretations she draws:
Peggy Kamuf, Franc;ois Rigolot, Julia Kristeva, and Karine Berriot. And
she adeptly maps out distinct areas in which her arguments depart from
major critics for whom gender distinctions are not critical: George Diller
and Robert Griffin. The Currency of Eros is an indispensable addition to
the rich fabric of critical texts devoted to the development of lyric poetry
by men and women of the European Renaissance. In her analysis of
common currents encouraging the development of lyric poety by women
in England, France, and Italy, Ann Rosalind Jones makes a unique contribution to Renaissance studies and to the issues of gender so central to
the series in which this volume appears .
Deborah N. Losse
Arizona State University

R. Po-chia Hsia, Social Discipline in the Reformation: Central Europe,
I550-q50, Routledge, r989, 218 pp., biblio., index, $44.00.

R. Po-chia Hsia, in Social Discipline in the Reformation: Central Europe,
I550-q50, has produced a concise, clearly written synthesis of much
complex and interesting research, with which nonspecialists will be unfamiliar, on a neglected period of the history of German-speaking central
Europe. He focuses on interrelationships between the extension of the
authority of princely courts through the use of bureaucracies of jurists
employing standardized law on the one hand and the three major religious
reformation movements on the other. He proposes that regardless of the
differences among the religious groups their similar imposition of doctrine
and organization ("confessionalization'') created obedient subjects (through
"social disciplining") and enhanced centralized power.
Hsia's approach is comparative, not only with reference to the
Lutheran, Calvinist, and Catholic reformations but also to the size and
type of political units. He clarifies carefully the geographical scope of the
research cited. Throughout, we are shown something of the dialectical
relationship between the development of the various religious traditions
and the exercise of authority. He also discusses cultural developments,
popular religion, and marginal groups.

